SWEETS

CHOCOLATE TART
salted chocolate tahini tart, coconut whipped cream

STRAWBERRY A CAKE
strawberry, almond, citrus syrup

MATCHA TIRAMISU
matcha green tea, marscapone, rum

“BUY THE KITCHEN A BURGER”
give thanks to the kitchen and we will match your purchase!

DESSERT BEVERAGES

COCKTAILS

ESPRESSO MARTINI or SPLIT FOR 2
high wire vodka, kahlua, frangelico, espresso

ROSE NEGRONI
gordons gin, luxardo bitter bianco, rosé vermouth

AMARI

VECCHIO DEL CAPO
smooth and slightly sweet, orange, chamomile

EDA RHYNE AMARO FLORA
“mountain bitter,” herbaceous, floral, dry

MONTENEGRO
slightly sweet, vanilla, clove

CYNAR
caramel, toffee, herbal finish

NONINO
equally bitter & sweet, honey, cocoa, spice

AMARO FLIGHT ~choice of three

CLEANER FUEL
LONGER ADVENTURES